MISTY MORNING MITTS
By Heather Collins
www.pinkmilkjewels.blogspot.com

Yarn A : 1 x 50g Sublime Superfine Alpaca dk Flannel (434)
Yarn B : 1 x 50g Sublime Superfine Alpaca dk Soft Grey (433)
4.5mm Crochet Hook
Stitch Markers
Tapestry Needle
Please note, this pattern is written using English crochet terminology.
Abbreviations
ch
dc
dcbl
ss
tr

:
:
:
:
:

chain
double crochet
double crochet in back loops
slip stitch
treble crochet
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Pattern
Cuff
Using Yarn A, ch 16.
Starting in the 2nd ch from the hook, dc to end of row. Turn.
*Ch 1 and dcbl to end of row. Turn.*
Repeat ** until your crochet is long enough to just meet around your wrist with a little
stretch. (Mine was 38 rows.) If required, crochet less or more rows in multiples of two
according to fit; 36, 40, 42 etc.
Fold your crochet in half, bringing the beginning up behind where your hook currently is,
ch1 and ss the two rows (first and last) together.

Secure and fasten off.
Turn your crochet inside out so that your ss seam sits on the inside of your cuff.
You are now going to be creating the main body of the mitt and working along the row
endings of your cuff, in the round.
Mitt
Join Yarn B by a ss, near the cuff seam (this will now be the underside or palm side of
your cuff), ch1, 2dc in every other row end (between each ridge).
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Do not join when you complete the round, simply continue to dc in each stitch, round after
round.
Keep trying on your mitts and when you’re ready to add the thumbhole (I did after 12
rounds), place a stitch marker where it should begin and a second marker 12 stitches
further along.

IMPORTANT – Remember that you are making a left and right mitt. The place you
joined Yarn B and began your rounds will be facing up on the left hand mitt and face
down on the right hand mitt.

2dc in first marked stitch and 2dc in second marked stitch, skipping those in between.
Continue to dc around your new slightly smaller round for a further six more rounds.
Frill
On the palm side of your mitt, perform half a dc with Yarn A (insert hook, yarn over, pull
through [two loops on hook]) yarn over with Yarn B and pull through.
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In the next stitch, ss and 3tr.
3tr in each of following stitches to the end of the round. Join with a ss to ch3. Fasten off.
Thumbhole
Attach Yarn A to first of missed stitches with a ss. Ch1 and dc in same stitch.

Continue to dc in each stitch in the round, for three rounds.
Secure and fasten off.
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